Driving the catalytic activity of a transmembrane thermosensor kinase.
DesK is a Bacillus thermosensor kinase that is inactive at high temperatures but turns activated when the temperature drops below 25 °C. Surprisingly, the catalytic domain (DesKC) lacking the transmembrane region is more active at higher temperature, showing an inverted regulation regarding DesK. How does the transmembrane region control the catalytic domain, repressing activity at high temperatures, but allowing activation at lower temperatures? By designing a set of temperature minimized sensors that share the same catalytic cytoplasmic domain but differ in number and position of hydrogen-bond (H-bond) forming residues along the transmembrane helix, we are able to tune, invert or disconnect activity from the input signal. By favoring differential H-bond networks, the activation peak could be moved towards lower or higher temperatures. This principle may be involved in regulation of other sensors as environmental physicochemical changes or mutations that modify the transmembrane H-bond pattern can tilt the equilibrium favoring alternative conformations.